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Another year and another successful AGM! I’ll take the opportunity to thank Sharon for the last 2 years serving as
President for the association. It may not be known to many
of our members, but Sharon spent a lot of time at head
office doing front end work on many committees and
pushing some of the initiatives forward to ensure that our
association was running smoothly and towards a common
goal. She has spent countless hours, along with the by-law
review committee, working on the revised by-laws and we
are all very happy to have these approved by membership.
A few clauses appear to need minor revisions, but these
can be worked on and resolved in the months to come. The
main driving force behind the by-law revision has been the
Ontario Not for Profit Corporations Act, and I’m happy to
announce that we are now in compliance with this legislation.
We are also seeing an increase in student application
and I’d like to thank our student liaison chair, Andy Juma, as well as his student liaison from the various colleges. They have done a tremendous job in getting the
word out about the AATO and the Certification Board
has seen an influx in student application and follow up
applications for continued membership from existing
students. Even though the revised by-law no longer
offer the student liaison chair a vote on council, we will
continue to hold a seat available for this position at our
council meeting and listen to all suggestions that can
only help in making the association cater to the developing needs of our future members.
-Continued on Page 3

The views and opinions expressed within the articles published herein are those of the author and
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The majority of work that occurs within the association to
advance it within the industry is carried out by volunteers.
As such, we are in need of additional volunteers to help out
with the various committees. I recently heard a member
complain that some of the required changes within our association take too long to materialize. I could only agree
with this member, pointing out that a lot of the decisions
that should be coming from the various committees are
actually being made at council level. This is partly due to a
lack of volunteers willing to share their opinions and ideas
with the association. The chapters are definitely a means
of getting feedback, but the chapters represent a small
percentage of the membership. We want to hear from a
larger group and the committees, being composed of
members from the various chapters, give us a much broader reach into what it is that the membership wants.
In closing, I feel that I may have stepped into a role that
is much larger than I anticipated. Following in Sharon’s
footsteps will be difficult but I will keep the momentum
she started going strong. Don’t hesitate to share your
ideas and thoughts on how we can improve the association. Chances are good that we’re already working on
some of these, but we may need that one little piece
from your suggestion to make it a reality. Here’s to a
wonderful year!”

Christian Cote Menard, M.A.A.T.O.
President
president@aato.ca
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Ribbon Chapel, Japan

This wedding chapel stands in a garden of a resort hotel, “Bella Vista Sakaigahama,” in Onomichi, Hiroshima. The site is midway on a hill enjoying a panoramic
view of the Inland Sea of Japan. By entwining two spiral stairways, we realized a
free-standing building of unprecedented composition and architecturally embodied the act of marriage in a pure form. A single spiral stairway would be unsteady in
a horizontal direction and is prone to vibration in a vertical direction, hence, very
unstable.
By joining two spiral stairways so that one supports the other, we produced a freestanding structure. Just as two lives go through twists and turns before uniting as
one, the two spirals seamlessly connect at their 15.4m summit to form a single ribbon. At the core of their movement is a chapel where the people who have supported the bride and groom are waiting. The chapel aisle looks toward an existing
symbol tree. The altar stands before the tree, and 80 seats are positioned for views
to the ocean through the trees.
Ordinarily, a building is composed of distinct elements: roof, wall, and floor. Here,
however, the entwining stairways perform as roofs, eaves, walls, and floors to produce the building’s spaces. The stairways widen in breadth in response to location
and function, such as at the summit where the couple meets, in directions having
fine views, and in places where the eaves must be deep to shield the interior from
the sun.
The building’s exterior is finished in upright wood panels, painted white so as to
deepen in beauty as time passes, and titanium zinc alloy, a material resistant to
damage from the sea breeze and pliable enough to be applied to curvature. Employing the zinc alloy on the coping, walls, ceiling, and window sashes enabled a
simple design unified by means of a single material.
The building type of wedding chapels has always followed a route configuration.
The bride walks down the aisle with her father, and after the ceremony, the same
aisle becomes a route of departure for the bride and groom. In the process of walking this path, every step awakens memories and emotions. Fortunately, in this
chapel, the ceremony also takes form as the bride and groom climb separate stairways to meet at the top, ask for heaven’s permission to join as one, and declare
their marriage. The two, who have lived separate lives, then walk back down the
stairway together.
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The simple building is composed only of paths, along which sceneries of ocean,
mountains, sky, and distant islands successively appear and disappear. Although it
is only a small building, we endeavored to accommodate the emotions of the bride
and groom and the thoughts of the celebrants by extending the aisle to a total
length of 160m and expanding the range of experiences. (Hiroshi Nakamura)
By connecting the four points in four directions where the two stairways approach
closely together with coupling elements, we produced a three-dimensional hoop
effect for restraining the outward swell and a three-dimensional brace effect for
resisting horizontal forces – thereby making the two spirals mutually supporting
and self-standing. The 100mm-diameter intermediate posts of solid steel which
only support the vertical load, sorely support the inner spiral. The outer spiral is
coupled to the inner spiral in the form of an overhang. In order to lighten the volume of steel frame in the upper portion, we used a pendulum-type base isolation
device for lightweight buildings. At three locations in the outer spiral staircase
where we felt the greatest concern about footfall-induced vibration, we established an overhang-type tuned mass damper (TMD) to control the vibration.
It was foreseen that, when the falsework was removed, the building would undergo
maximum 30mm rotational sedimentation under its own weight, which might
cause the intermediate posts to lean. We therefore developed a structural model
which applies a same amount of reverse torque as the predetermined natural rotational force which causes the sedimentation. As a result, the posts, deliberately
leaned for construction, became vertical after the completion of construction and
stayed within a 2/1,000 margin of error between floors. This delicate yet bold structural design was created by Ikuhide Shibata of Arup. (Hiroshi Nakamura)
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The 2015 AATO AGM and Conference Report

After all the months of hard work that the AGM committee put in, it’s hard to believe that another AGM and Conference has been and gone. For the most part, the whole conference was
very successful; there were a few disappointments and some minor problems that I am sure that the
2016 AGM Committee will take into account during the preparation for next year’s Conference that is
to be held in Ottawa.

As you are all, no doubt, aware of, the 2015 AATO AGM and Conference was a four day event that was
held at the Westin Prince Toronto Hotel commencing with Registration and a Continental breakfast on
Thursday morning, April 23rd, culminating in a tour of the Aga Khan Museum on Sunday morning, April
26th 2015.
Both Thursday and Friday were totally educational days with the Spring Lecture Series running simultaneously with the four technical sessions held each day. Thursday’s four sessions ran very smoothly
starting with a presentation by Clive Thurston, President of the Ontario General Contractors Association (OGCA) on the “Ethics in Construction”. After the morning coffee break, this was followed by a
presentation by Lyle Scott of Footprint on “Energy Codes Today and Tomorrow”. Following the Luncheon break the third presentation was “Personal and Business Financial and Succession Planning” by David Dorscht of Freedom 55. The final presentation of the day was on the subject of “Suspended Ceiling
Systems and that were presented by Brian Dobbins of CGC Inc.
While the lecture series continued to run smoothly, Friday’s technical sessions turned into a complete
Comedy of Errors right from the start but, despite the confusion, I believe most of the delegates came
away satisfied with the end result. The two morning sessions ended up getting switched because Chris
Thompson from the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing (MMAH) had been delayed for personal
reasons but, fortunately, Colin McCarthy of the Accessibility Professionals of Ontario, arrived early and
gave his presentation first on “What is a true Accessible Building? How does this affect your bottom
line”? After a very short coffee break, Chris Thompson did give his presentation on the “2012 OBC Code
Changes- Accessibility and Mid Rise Wood Construction.
Following another amazing hot lunch buffet delegates moved into the Crown Room for the two back to
back sessions to be presented by Doug Walker from George Brown College to give and in depth overview of the “Accessibility Changes in the 2012 OBC”. Unfortunately, after about half an hour and numerous phone calls, it was assumed that Doug was a definite “no show”. Rather than disappoint the
delegates any further, it was decided to throw it open to the floor and hold a Question and Answer session that I spontaneously improvised but I owe a huge thank you to Susan Ellscheid for jumping up on
the podium and assisting me in continuing the Q&A for just over two hours! The feedback was amazing
and it’s even perceivable that we may include a similar Roundtable at next year’s AGM.

The 2015 AATO AGM and Conference Report
Doug Walker, now known as the late Doug Walker, turned up at the
hotel around 7:00pm for the Chapter Chairs meeting completely unaware that he had missed the afternoon session; he genuinely thought
he was presenting the following day! He has profusely apologised to
all the registrants and has acknowledged that he will run the sessions
again in the very near future, at a location to be announced and at no
further cost to anyone who was originally registered
The Chapter Chairs Committee Meeting was held Friday evening and
was very well attended by all current and reviving chapter chairs. The
meeting was extremely productive and a lot of good ideas evolved.
Without getting into any detail, I can say that a lot of beneficial initiatives will be coming to the Chapters in the near future and I am sure
your own chair will be sharing these ideas with you in due course.
Saturday got off to a great start with another great Continental
Breakfast in the Valley Brook Room followed by a very entertaining
and inspirational keynote speaker by the name of Nina Spencer, the
bestselling author of “Getting Passion out of your Profession”. Her
presentation was very energetic and involved the participation of the
audience to help demonstrate her opinions on how individuals can
improve and succeed in their professions; I believe everyone in the
audience was extremely impressed and kudos to Sharon Creasor for
signing up Nina at the last minute!
For the better part of the morning a table top Trade Show was being
held in the lobby beside the Valley Brook Room and the AGM committee would like to thank all the generous sponsors who put on a
great show for AATO members to browse their products and services. To acknowledge our sponsors you will find a list on page the
following pages.
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Following the final luncheon of the conference, registration for the AATO
Annual General Business Meeting (the AGM) began and all eligible members filed in to the Crown Room to participate in what was a very eventful
but also a very satisfying meeting. The long awaited new AATO By-law 2
was, almost unanimously, ratified. A new Executive and Board of Directors were duly appointed, three non council members formed the Nominating Committee and the incoming President, Christian Cote-Menard,
gave his address. The meeting was adjourned and ended peacefully without any disparaging incidents.
Immediately after the AGM, the Awards ceremony took place where 15,
25 and 40 years pins and certificates were awarded as well as the President’s (personal) Awards and the Project Design Awards. This was followed by Cocktails, hors d’ouevres and general networking. My biggest
disappointment of the Conference was the last minute termination of the
President’s Ball - Dinner and Dance, that was potentially to have been the
Event Highlight but because of the lack of registration it was not financially viable and it was necessary to cancel it! I hope we will try again next
year but that’s up to next year’s AGM committee.
Although I did not personally participate in the Aga Khan Museum tour on
Sunday morning, I understand from those that did, that it was a very successful event and was enjoyed by all.
Having read this article, you will already be aware that the AATO 2016
AGM and Conference will be held in Ottawa but you should also be aware
that in 2017 it will return to the GTA and in 2018 it is scheduled to be held
in London, Ontario. I just want to finish by saying that a lot of very hard
work goes into organizing these four day AGM and Conference events for
the benefit of the membership and it is up to you to support your association by participating to make them successful; I hope I see many of you in
Ottawa next April.
Thanks and have a great summer.
Brian L. Abbey M.A.A.T.O
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Accuracy on Renovations
It was a quiet afternoon when the call came in. A frustrated client,
angry that his custom made tv cabinet didn't fit in the newly built
room that was created by renovating his house. His dream, and
money, was now crumbling around him and his only recourse was
to direct his anger at the person who was there from putting his
dream on paper, to getting a permit and tendering the project,
along with some assistance along the way to keep the GC from
turning the dream to a build-design nightmare.
Chances are good that if you've ever been involved in a renovation
project, you've run across a similar situation. The client has big
dreams but a small wallet. That clear and precise fee proposal has
everything to ensure that you can produce the most beautiful project of your career, until the client starts hacking away at it. "Do you
really that much to tender the project?", "I don't think I'll need you
on site that many times", or the classic "Why do you need to create
as-builts before the project?". But that last one is probably the easiest and most important item to ensure a proper start to the project.
You need to know what's there to understand how you can alter
the building. For that, you need to carry out a site measure. Having
done a multitude of these, I can tell you that once you have a system in place, you can be as accurate as an inch. But rely on someone else's site measure information, who has a different system to
your own, and that accuracy plummets drastically. Are they measuring to the same points you would? Are they measuring and
rounding to the same accuracy you would? Consistently? Do they
know how to read a measuring tape? I learned early on that sometimes, the best person to draw up the as-builts is the person that
was on site measuring. At least, until you know the person you
trained is using the same logic you would.
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But sometimes, using a third party to create the as-built may actually
be less expensive and frees up your time for more productive activities. Like answering the phone for more work. There are a multitude
of companies out there that will generate as-builts. From basic floor
plans to complete finish and fixture locations, to complete 3D models
that can be used in BIM applications. The only problem remains the
user aspect, and the interpretation of the information collected at the
site that is associated with the user. We've all been there at least
once: we draw the lines based on our collected informational the
room just doesn't close up... In fact, it looks as though a large area
may have been missed. And now we have to analyze the information
looking for areas that may be wrong in order to extrapolate accuracy.
Other services are slowly emerging in the market. 3D scanning is a
perfect means of obtaining accurate information to create an asbuilt. The technology is similar to a laser measuring tool in the sense
that it projects a laser to measure distance. Now being automated, it
projects this laser in every direction to create a point cloud. Think of it
as recreating the space you are in, within a virtual environment. Now
the tool is also capturing pictures around itself to assist in viewing the
information afterwards. If there is a surface visible to the scanner, it
can pick up points from it. You want both sides of a column, just create a second point cloud from the other side of the column. Now you
can take the information back to the office and retrieve the information from the point cloud. Your time on site is reduced drastically,
and you have more information than you actually need. In fact, if
there was a deflection in the floor, you could pick it up on the scanned
information.
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Unfortunately, even these new scanners can't compete with a trained
Architectural Technologist. It takes a skilled and knowledgeable technologist to be able to understand how a building is more likely to be
framed and built. It takes experience to interpret how something is
built, and how to adjust the detailing if we were off on our interpretations. But accuracy is getting easier to achieve, which means a lot less
angry calls and broken dreams.
By Christian Cote Menard, M.A.A.T.O.

Student Liaison Committee

STUDENT LIAISON NAME

COLLEGE

Andy Juma

Humber College

Amy Picknell

Algonquin College

Johnathan Alonzi

Georgian College

Vinny Loucao

Sheridan College

Ben Brown

Fanshawe College

Conner Aiken

George Brown College

I am currently the Chair/Director of the
Student Liaison Committee. This year
marks the one year anniversary of the
Student Liaison committee. For the past
year, we have worked hard to recruit Liaison Chairs from several colleges such
George Brown, Sheridan College, Fanshawe College, Algonquin College, Georgian College and we are still growing to
more colleges. As part of our goal to promote the Association to students, each
Liaison Chair started there own individual student group at the colleges to provide information about the AATO, and
also presented networking opportunity
with professional accredited members.
So far, each Liaison Chair has up to 50
student members in each group. As a
group we attend various trade shows to
learn more about the changes and new
technology in the Architectural industry.
Here is a list of the Liaison Chairs on the
Student Liaison Committee and status :.
Andy Juma
Chair/Director
Student Liaison
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